Merry Christmas from
The Sparks!
What You Talkin’ Bout Willis?
We recently moved from our beautiful Condo near
the Willis Tower to the far, far south suburbs. We
bought a beautiful 30,000 square foot home in the
stunning and elegant city of Burning Springs, KY. We
hated the cold in Chicago. We really are enjoying
the fanciest dining and shopping. Chili’s has
become a favorite. They know us by name there
now and often have our drinks ready at the bar for
us. They mentioned it is likely that in 2022, they will be
creating specialty dishes named after us. Flaming
Nutsos,Back Off Baby Back Ribs and Beat It Loaded
Mashed Tater Tots were the staff favorite dish names.
They totally love us there. Yankee Candle has also
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mentioned it may re-name its parking lot Fire Lane
after us, since we use it so frequently. Not to worry –
nothing wrong with us at all, it is just so much easier,
as it is conveniently located right next to the
entrance! The store manager loves to leave us
funny notes on the windshield. Such a jokester!
Geni (me) is currently looking for a new Mani/Pedi
salon, as the last one is doing poorly after a small
candle caused some smoke damage. The door
seems to be locked everytime I go there. And
Hubby, Brann, is a “hot-shot” at the Golf Club and
has been awared the Mulligan King Trophy.
So proud!!

Light ‘Em Up!
After our 800 sq ft Condo went up in flames the 2nd
time in 2020, we decided to move. Obviously, it was
too hot to handle. *Insert laugh/cry emoji here* The
Insurance Company proved a tad “heated” the
second time around. *insert bonfire emoji here*
We were shocked, since they have plenty of cash
to throw around (We know. We saw it when they
invited our neighbor to the Super Bowl because she
is some big shot Insurance Broker) and so we were
at a loss *insert flames emoji here* when they
seemed skeptical over our 2nd fire. However, our
lawyer, the Hon. Char Cole, fought for us and we
WON! So on to bigger and brighter things. *Insert
match emoji here*

QUOTE OF THE MONTH:
Keep a little fire burning; however small,
however, hidden
- Cormac McCarthy

Our grown children have also used Char’s services
and have been very pleased. She helped son,
Blaze, with suing the ATV company for the leg burn
he got from the exhaust pipe and she helped
daughter, Heather, who we often call by the
nickname ‘Heat’, with her lawsuit for the skin burn
she got at the dermatologist. Both kids also bought
brand new homes this year!
Our dog, Inferno, is enjoying his new smoked bones.
Stay Safe this Christmas! This happened
to us in 1982!

Have a Fiery Christmas & a Hot New Year!

